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Agenda ltem 4 lmplementation of the six mandated areas of the Permanent Forum with

reference to the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of lndigenous Peoples

Participants in the Project Access Capacity Building Program (Africa; Asia; Latin America;

Caribbean; North America and the Pacific) at the 1Sth Session of the UNPFII including the

lnternationalTreaty Council; Tribal Link; United Confederation of Taino People; Caribbean

Amerindian Development Organisation; OTHERS

Presented by Mikaela Jade on behalf of Monika Ponon Arrington, Jackie Huggins, Winnie Kodi,

Delaria (Baba) Festus, Vichet Mong, Avexnim Cojti, Pierre Andrews, Keikabile Mogodu, Aminatu

Samira

Thank you Mr Chair, lndigenous Brothers and Sisters

I read on behalf of Project Access training members from Asia, Africa, Latin America and

Caribbean, North America and the Pacific.

Congratulations on your appointment Mr Chair. We would like to thank the Permanent Forum for

embracing innovation by listening to lndigenous peoples on the working methods and introducing

the opportunity for interactive dialogue.

Asking lndigenous peoples to separate these 6 mandates is impossible, particularly when many of

our brothers and sisters wake up not knowing if they will be alive by sunset. Human rights to many

of our people means the right to life. Everyday.

Human rights means the right to see our children and theirs grow to become an adult. For

example the life expectancy of lndigenous Australians is 10 to 17 years less than other

Australians. Our common and deep spirituality encompasses all life and our connection with land.

For lndigenous Peoples are our lands, waters and subterranean environments are not

commodities, they are intrinsic parts of our identity and livelihoods. While strides are being made

by States in their pursuit of economic development, we decry the decimation and collapse of our

lands, waters and other natural resources. Displacement, militarisation, drought, contamination,

the evaporation of rivers, streams and lakes have all been experiences of our Peoples from this so

called development.

Not only are our environments suffering, our Peoples are then criminalised and murdered for

defending our lands and waters, for example the recent assassinations of human rights defenders

and advocates:
o Berta Caceres from the Lenca Peoples in Honduras.
o Lencio Arig Teduray Chieftain in Philippines
o Stephen Munyereri, Ogiek Elder in Kenya



And the ongoing situation of the Nuba People of Sudan and the Guarani Kaiowa in Brazil among

many others.

Recognising lndigenous Peoples have ancestral ties to our lands embedded with traditions,

customs, kinship and spirituality is imperative in being able to move forward together. No one is

denying the important role of education in advancing all our communities. For lndigenous Peoples

education also plays a vital role in preserving culture and tradition including our lndigenous

languages. The education system of non-lndigenous society in place is not appropriate to our

cultural way of learning and teaching'

Mr Chair, while we embrace the efforts for the full implementation of the Declaration on the Rights

of lndigenous peoples we would like to bring particular focus to the following recommendations:

1. States reaffirm their commitment to Article 7 on the collective rights of lndigenous peoples

for freedom and full enjoyment of human rights; and

2. Encourage states to provide an annual follow up at the Permanent Forum on the areas of

implementation of the Declaration with specific focus on human rights, lands and

education.


